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What's missing from your teacher education program? According to research studies, one
glaring omission is gender. Tomorrow's teachers receive little instruction or training on the
tremendous impact of gender in the classroom. Just how does gender influence teaching, the
curriculum, and the lives of teachers and students in the classroom? This unique book has
been designed to answer these questions. Gender in the Classroom is intended to be used
across the teacher education curriculum--from subject-specific methods courses to
foundations, from educational psychology to student teaching. It can be adopted for an entire
program, or several instructors can adopt it jointly, or a single instructor can adopt it as one of
several or a supplementary text for a course. A comprehensive Instructor's Manual provides
information and materials for teacher educators who adopt the text. Each chapter offers
practical information and skills about gender and sex differences, curriculum, and specific
teaching methods. Written in a lively style, the text features a number of interactive activities to
engage and instruct the reader. The chapters follow a common format designed to invite
student interest and action. Each is built around Essential Equity Questions that focus on
pertinent gender-related questions and issues in a specific subject area: *the role of women in
education--intersections of the teaching profession, feminism, and teachers as activists for
social change; *gender differences in cognitive ability, attitudes, and behavior; *how to teach
and implement Title IX; *how to observe classrooms to "see" gender bias; *social studies
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education; *English/language arts methods; *science education; and *mathematics and
technology education. Interactions in each chapter engage students in activities to promote
understanding. Each Interaction is linked to one or more specific INTASC standards. In the last
chapter, the emphasis is on applying many of the skills learned previously--it gives student
teachers and their supervisors several tools they can use for analyzing classroom teaching and
detecting gender bias. This chapter also includes a culminating activity for identifying and
correcting curricular bias. In fact, many of the techniques in this text can be applied to uncover
and correct not only gender bias, but racial, ethnic, and cultural bias as well. The Instructor's
Manual [978-0-8058-5475-6] is now available electronically (please contact our customer
service department to request a copy).
Deeper learning, dialogic learning, and critical thinking are essential capabilities in the 21stcentury environments we now operate. Apart from being important in themselves, they are also
crucial in enabling the acquisition of many other 21st-century skills/capabilities such as
problem solving, collaborative learning, innovation, information and media literacy, and so on.
However, the majority of teachers in schools and instructors in higher education are
inadequately prepared for the task of promoting deeper learning, dialogic learning, and critical
thinking in their students. This is despite the fact that there are educational researchers who
are developing and evaluating strategies for such promotion. The problem is bridging the gap
between the educational researchers’ work and what gets conveyed to teachers and
instructors as evidence-based, usable strategies. This book addresses that gap: in it, leading
scholars from around the world describe strategies they have developed for successfully
cultivating students’ capabilities for deeper learning and transfer of what they learn, dialogic
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learning and effective communication, and critical thought. They explore connections in the
promotion of these capabilities, and they provide, in accessible form, research evidence
demonstrating the efficacy of the strategies. They also discuss answers to the questions of
how and why the strategies work. A seminal resource, this book creates tangible links between
innovative educational research and classroom teaching practices to address the all-important
question of how we can realize our ideals for education in the 21st century. It is a must read for
pre-service and in-service teachers, teacher educators and professional developers, and
educational researchers who truly care that we deliver education that will prepare and serve
students for life.
This book provides theoretically grounded, real-world advice for students beginning to learn
how to conduct qualitative research. Drawing on the authors extensive experience teaching
qualitative methods, the text uses students questions and concerns as an organizational
framework. Unlike many textbooks, this one provides students with an inside view into the
most common dilemmas and challenges they will face as they start doing research. This easyto-use book addresses the key phases of any ethnographic projectfrom beginning a project
and defining its aims, to data collection, analysis, writing, and reporting results. While designed
specifically for beginners, seasoned qualitative researchers will find useful insights, helpful tips,
and new ways of thinking about qualitative research.
A classic in the fields of educational anthropology and sociolinguistics, this volume offers much
to the understanding of the organization of communication in the classroom. With an approach
that balances both theory and application, Philips explores the experience of Warm Springs
Indian children in an American school. She reveals the ways in which the daily interactions
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among the teachers and students place the Indian children in a subordinate position not only
by virtue of their status as children and students relative to adult teachers, but also as Indians
relative to the dominant Euro-American culture. While this book is ostensibly about the
experience of the Warm Springs children, it also expresses important insights for anyone who
seeks to understand the role of language in culture.
Accessible and comprehensive, this text introduces a transdisciplinary framework for literacy
instruction in grades K–12. This cutting-edge volume addresses the need for literacy instruction
that crosses disciplines to provide students with a skillset that is not constrained or siloed, but
rather knowledge that students can apply to existing and emerging fields. The text begins with
a clear, theoretical understanding of literacy instruction, delves into practical aspects of select
instructional practices by grade level, and expands to the creation of schoolwide Multi-Tiered
Systems of Support to ensure a continuous improvement system. The authors’ inviting and
innovative approach walks through real-world pathways for meaningful and inclusive literacy
practices at distinct grade levels and includes authentic examples that show what the
successful implementation of a K–12 transdisciplinary framework looks like. Covering key
topics such as MTSS, RtI, Professional Communities of Practice, national and state standards,
this book supports pre-service ELA teachers, literacy coaches, reading specialists, and
administrators, and is ideal for courses in literacy instruction and content area literacy.
With regular exercises, lists of key terms and points and self-evaluation checklists, Doing
Ethnography systematically describes the various phases of an ethnographic inquiry and
provides numerous examples, suggestions and advice for the novice ethnographer.
Ethnography seeks to understand, describe and explain the symbolic world lying beneath the
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social action of groups, organizations and communities. This book clearly sets out the
coordinates and foundations of this increasingly popular methodology. Giampietro Gobo
discusses all the major issues, including the research design, access to the field, data
collection, organisation and analysis, and communication of the results.
The Teacher's Grammar Book, Second Edition introduces the various grammars that inform
writing instruction in our schools, and examines methods, strategies, and techniques that
constitute best classroom practices for teaching grammar and writing. Designed for students
who are preparing to become English or language arts teachers, as well as for credentialed
teachers who want an easy-to-use guide to questions of methods, grammar, and teaching, this
overview of basic English grammar includes the following major topics: a brief history of
grammar, teaching grammar, grammar and writing, traditional grammar, transformationalgenerative grammar, cognitive grammar, dialects, black English, and Chicano English. New in
the reorganized and fully updated Second Edition: *new chapter giving a brief history of
grammar and grammar instruction; *new chapter on best practices--strategies and techniques
that actually work; *expanded chapter on cognitive grammar--a topic not found in other texts of
this nature; *expanded chapter on dialects; *summary and evaluation of the minimalist program
(Noam Chomsky's most recent revision of transformational-generative grammar)--a topic
unique among texts of this kind; and *reduced discussion of transformational grammar.
What are the features of the school environment that make students' of color incorporation
greater at some schools than at others? Prudence L. Carter seeks to answer this basic but
bedeviling question through a rich comparative analysis of the organizational and group
dynamics in eight schools located within four cities in the United States and South Africa-two
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nations rebounding from centuries of overt practices of racial and social inequality. Stubborn
Roots provides insight into how school communities can better incorporate previously
disadvantaged groups and engender equity by addressing socio-cultural contexts and
promoting "cultural flexibility." It also raises important and timely questions about the social,
political, and philosophical purposes of multiracial schooling that have been greatly ignored by
many, and cautions against narrow approaches to education that merely focus on test-scores
and resources. "There are simply not enough texts that look comparatively at the two foremost
experiments with questions of race, culture, and class in the English-speaking world, the
United States and South Africa. Prudence Carter's work is simultaneously scholarly and
compassionate. It helps us see, in these two benighted but globally important societies, how
easily things break, but also how well, when structures are in place and when human agency
takes flight, individuals and the groups to which they belong flourish and grow." - Crain
Soudien, Professor of Education, University of Cape Town "In this ambitious mixed-method
study, Carter analyzes the social and symbolic boundaries that account for disparate
educational experiences by race in the United States and South Africa. Resources are only
part of the answer; equally important, she argues, are the cultural and institutional conditions
that make students feel they are valued contributors of the community. Thus, school policies
about hairstyle, dress codes, tracking, extracurricular activities, and language use are among
the important dimensions that enable or discourage engagement in students. Educators,
policymakers, and scholars alike have much to learn from this agenda-setting work." -Michele
Lamont, Harvard University Author of The Dignity of Working Men: Morality and the
Boundaries of Race, Class and Immigration "Prudence Carter's remarkable book shines a light
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on the often invisible patterns that perpetuate educational disparity in both the United States
and South Africa. Stubborn Roots reveals how racial and ethnic divides are often reinforced,
even in supposedly 'integrated' schools and even when many people of good will, try to
eradicate them. Carter's insights illuminate how educators and schools can address these
issues by becoming increasingly attuned to the socio-cultural worlds in which their students
live. This book paves the way for the changes needed for historically disadvantaged groups to
receive equitable, high-quality educations." -Linda Darling-Hammond, Charles Ducommun
Professor of Education, Stanford University
"The standards-based initiatives that dominate educational policy and practice today typically
focus only on the surface skills of reading, thus isolating teaching and learning from the social
and cultural contexts that are a part of every classroom. Fortunately, in this excellent volume
edited by Catherine Compton-Lilly, you will enter classrooms in which literacy is treated as
more than just as set of skills, and discover solutions and possibilities for providing culturally
responsive teaching. You'll learn how to create classrooms that reflect and honor the social
and cultural worlds of children, how to make instruction relevant to your students, and how to
create home - school partnerships with diverse families. Especially helpful are a rich variety of
practical resources that you can use in your classroom: examples and vignettes from actual
classrooms that illustrate how you can apply the insights from each chapter to your daily
instruction; a 'Recommendations for Educators and Classroom Applications' section that
translates theory to practice for busy teachers; a list of suggested resources; and, sidebars
with tips and recommendations to use immediately with your students."--Publisher's website.
The number of English language students in American schools has dramatically increased in
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recent years, creating a greater awareness of cross-cultural issues and considerations in
education. Globalization as well as an increase in international exchange student programs
has proven that pre-service teachers can benefit from traveling abroad and working with
students from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Advancing Teacher Education and
Curriculum Development through Study Abroad Programs is an authoritative reference source
for the latest scholarly research on the value of travel abroad programs for pre-service
educators, addressing the benefits and opportunities available when teachers gain cultural
awareness and a better global understanding. Highlighting theoretical foundations, curriculum
innovations, and specific challenges to overcome in the implementation of such programs, this
book is an essential reference source for school administrators, university professors,
curriculum developers, and researchers in higher education.
Our traditional image of Chicago—as a gritty metropolis carved into ethnically defined enclaves
where the game of machine politics overshadows its ends—is such a powerful shaper of the
city’s identity that many of its closest observers fail to notice that a new Chicago has emerged
over the past two decades. Larry Bennett here tackles some of our more commonly held ideas
about the Windy City—inherited from such icons as Theodore Dreiser, Carl Sandburg, Daniel
Burnham, Robert Park, Sara Paretsky, and Mike Royko—with the goal of better understanding
Chicago as it is now: the third city. Bennett calls contemporary Chicago the third city to
distinguish it from its two predecessors: the first city, a sprawling industrial center whose
historical arc ran from the Civil War to the Great Depression; and the second city, the Rustbelt
exemplar of the period from around 1950 to 1990. The third city features a dramatically
revitalized urban core, a shifting population mix that includes new immigrant streams, and a
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growing number of middle-class professionals working in new economy sectors. It is also a city
utterly transformed by the top-to-bottom reconstruction of public housing developments and the
ambitious provision of public works like Millennium Park. It is, according to Bennett, a work in
progress spearheaded by Richard M. Daley, a self-consciously innovative mayor whose
strategy of neighborhood revitalization and urban renewal is a prototype of city governance for
the twenty-first century. The Third City ultimately contends that to understand Chicago under
Daley’s charge is to understand what metropolitan life across North America may well look like
in the coming decades.
There are many approaches to researching the difficulties in learning that students experience
in the key areas of literacy and numeracy. This book seeks to advance understanding of these
difficulties and the interventions that have been used to improve outcomes. The book
addresses the sometimes complementary and sometimes contradictory results, and generates
new approaches to understanding and serving students with difficulties in literacy and
numeracy. The book represents a departure from conventional wisdom as most scholars and
graduate students draw upon ideas from only one of the three domains focal in the book and
usually from one single or dominant theoretical frame. Typically, readers will affiliate with
reading education, mathematics education, or learning disabilities and belong to one of the
corresponding professional associations such as IRA, NCTM, or CLD. This book’s scope will
open a scholarly forum for engaging readers with a familiarity with one of these domains while
providing insight into the others on offer in the book.
In today's uncertain world, few beliefs remain as firmly entrenched as the optimistic view that
more schooling will lead to a better life. Though this may be true in the aggregate, how do we
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explain the circumstances when schooling fails to produce certainty or even does us harm?
Schooling as Uncertainty addresses this question by combining ethnography and memoir as it
guides readers on a 30-year journey through fieldwork and familyhood in Tanzania and
academic life in the USA. Using reflexive, longitudinal ethnographic research, the book
examines how African youth, particularly young women, employ schooling in an attempt to
counter the uncertainties of marriage, child rearing, employment, and HIV/AIDS. Adopting a
narrative approach, Vavrus tells the story of how her life became entangled with a community
on Mount Kilimanjaro and how she and they sought greater security through schooling and, to
varying degrees, succeeded.
In this book, based on extensive ethnographic research, the authors show us the texture of
teaching in times both good and bad, exciting and despairing.
Regenia Rawlinson shares compelling details from her own poverty-stricken childhood and
how her own experiences shaped her mindset and what she had to do (and is doing) to make
her personal transcending journey. This ground-breaking book outlines ten of the ideas that
contributed to the mind-set she adopted while living in poverty and their lifelong threat is a
must read for anyone born, grew up, or living in poverty. Social service workers, pastors,
community leaders, educators, and other individuals working with people living in poverty will
find this book an invaluable resource. Rawlinson explores why this mindset is so destructive
and how to transcend it to move from poverty to prosperity.
Now in its third edition, the Handbook of Research on Teaching the English Language
Arts—sponsored by the International Reading Association and the National Council of Teachers
of English—offers an integrated perspective on the teaching of the English language arts and a
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comprehensive overview of research in the field. Prominent scholars, researchers, and
professional leaders provide historical and theoretical perspectives about teaching the
language arts focus on bodies of research that influence decision making within the teaching of
the language arts explore the environments for language arts teaching reflect on methods and
materials for instruction Reflecting important recent developments in the field, the Third Edition
is restructured, updated, and includes many new contributors. More emphasis is given in this
edition to the learner, multiple texts, learning, and sharing one’s knowledge. A Companion
Website, new for this edition, provides PowerPoint® slides highlighting the main points of each
chapter.

This widely adopted text explores key theories and models that frame reading
instruction and research. Readers learn why theory matters in designing and
implementing high-quality instruction and research; how to critically evaluate the
assumptions and beliefs that guide their own work; and what can be gained by looking
at reading through multiple theoretical lenses. For each theoretical model, classroom
applications are brought to life with engaging vignettes and teacher reflections.
Research applications are discussed and illustrated with descriptions of exemplary
studies. New to This Edition *Current developments in theory, research, and
instructional practices. *Useful pedagogical features in every chapter: framing
questions, discussion ideas, and learning activities. *Classroom applications give
increased attention to English language learners and technology integration. *Coverage
of additional theories (Third Space Theory) and theorists (Bakhtin and Bourdieu).
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Ethnography, with all its limitations, has as its strongest impulse the quest to see and
understand “others” on their own terms and to step out of our own viewpoints in order
to do so. Conjoining ethnography with mindfulness, this book aims to support the best
aspects of ethnography by enhancing the capacity to listen more deeply, see more
expansively, keep a check on our biases and connect more compassionately with
others. Mindful Ethnography addresses a central dilemma of ethnography: the
relationship of self and other. It suggests ways of viewing the world from different
perspectives, getting beyond the categories of our culture and working with our own
thoughts and feelings even as we aim to understand those of our participants. Chapters
address various stages of ethnographic research: entering a field and seeing it for the
first time, immersing in ongoing participant observation, writing up elaborated
fieldnotes, analysis, the re-presentation of results and letting it go. It offers illustrations
and activities for researchers to try. The book is aimed at students and researchers who
are stepping into the craft of ethnography or looking for new ways in and through
ethnographic research. It is for researchers who want to integrate scholarship, social
activism and spiritual pursuits in order to do research that is deeply engaged with and
transformative of the world.
Educators everywhere confront critical issues related to families, schooling, and
teaching in diverse settings. Directly addressing this reality, Home-School Connections
in a Multicultural Society shows pre-service and practicing teachers how to recognize
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and build on the rich resources for enhancing school learning that exist within culturally
and linguistically diverse families. Combining engaging cases and relevant key
concepts with thought-provoking pedagogical features, this valuable resource for
educators at all levels: Provides detailed portraits of diverse families that highlight their
unique cultural practices related to schooling and the challenges that their children face
in school settings Introduces key sociocultural and ethnographic concepts, in ways that
are both accessible and challenging, and applies these concepts as lenses through
which to examine the portraits Shows how teachers and researchers have worked with
diverse families to build positive relationships and develop learning activities that
incorporate children’s unique experiences and resources Disrupting deficit
assumptions about the experiences and knowledge that culturally and linguistically
diverse children acquire in their homes and communities, this book engages readers in
grappling deeply and personally with the chapters’ meanings and implications, and in
envisioning their own practical ways to learn from and with families and children.
Published for the American Educational Research Association by Routledge. The
Handbook of Complementary Methods in Education Research is a successor volume to
AERA's earlier and highly acclaimed editions of Complementary Methods for Research
in Education. More than any book to date (including its predecessors), this new volume
brings together the wide range of research methods used to study education and
makes the logic of inquiry for each method clear and accessible. Each method is
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described in detail, including its history, its research design, the questions that it
addresses, ways of using the method, and ways of analyzing and reporting outcomes.
Key features of this indispensable book include the following: Foundations Section-Part
I is unique among research books. Its three chapters examine common philosophical,
epistemological, and ethical issues facing researchers from all traditions, and frames
ways of understanding the similarities and differences among traditions. Together they
provide a tripartite lens through which to view and compare all research methods.
Comprehensive Coverage-Part II (the heart of the book) presents 35 chapters on
research design and analysis. Each chapter includes a brief historical overview of the
research tradition, examines the questions that it addresses, and presents an example
of how the approach can be used. Programs of Research-Part III examines how
research programs connected to eight specific lines of inquiry have evolved over time.
These chapters examine phenomena such as classroom interaction; language
research; issues of race, culture, and difference; policy analysis; program evaluation;
student learning; and teacher education. Complementary Methods-As the title
suggests, a central mission of this book is to explore the compatibility of different
research methods. Which methods can be productively brought together and for what
purposes? How and on what scale can they be made compatible and what phenomena
are they best suited to explore? Flexibility-The chapters in Parts II and III are largely
independent. Therefore, selected portions of the book can be used in courses devoted
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to specific research methods and perspectives or to particular areas of education.
Likewise, established researchers interested in acquiring new techniques or greater
expertise in a given methodology will find this an indispensable reference volume. This
handbook is appropriate for any of the following audiences: faculty teaching and
graduate students studying education research, education researchers and other
scholars seeking an accessible overview of state-of-the-art knowledge about specific
methods, policy analysts and other professionals needing to better understand research
methods, and academic and research libraries serving these audiences.
"This frontline volume contributes to the social study of education in general and
literacy in particular by bringing together in a new way the traditions of language,
ethnography, and education. Integrating New Literacy Studies and Bourdieusian
sociology with ethnographic approaches to the study of classroom practice, it offers an
original and useful reference point for scholars and students of education, language,
and literacy wishing to incorporate Bourdieu's ideas into their work. The book develops
and unfolds dialogically across three sections: Bridging New Literacy Studies and
Bourdieu - Principles; Language, Ethnography and Education - Practical Studies;
Working at the Intersections - In Theory and Practice. The authors posit 'Classroom
Language Ethnography' as a genuinely new perspective with rich and developed
traditions behind it, but distinct from conventional approaches to literacy and education
-- an approach that bridges those traditions to yield fresh insights on literacy in all its
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manifestations, thereby providing a pathway to more robust research on language in
education"--Provided by publisher.
This book is a follow-up to Inside Schools. It reviews the position of ethnography in
educational research in the light of current issues and of the author's own research over
the past ten years. Starting from an analysis of teaching as science and as art, Peter
Woods goes on to review the general interactionist framework in which his own work is
situated, and how this relates to postmodernist trends in qualitative research. The
approach is illustrated through reference to the author's own personal history and
research career, and his recent research on creative teaching, critical events, and his
teachers reactions to school inspections. How to represent such research is a central
feature, and includes a consideration of the tools used in that task and how they relate
to the ethnographer's self, whatever forms of representation are selected, however, the
audiences' own concerns will guide them in their interpretation of the work. Prominent
themes include: * the person of the ethnographer in research * the art of teaching and
new ways of representing it, while not forgetting the science of teaching and of research
* research for educational use, and the uses of educational research * collaborative
work between researchers and teachers The issues covered include such matters as
research purposes, research design, research careers, access, data collection, data
analysis, truth criteria, the relationship between theory and research methods, writingup, and dissemination.
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This book has been replaced by Action Research in Education, Second Edition, ISBN
978-1-4625-4161-4.
The significant change in public schools over the last two decades warrants a response
in how we prepare teachers. This volume is an effort to share the contributors’
knowledge, experience and ideas with colleagues, particularly with novice language
teacher educators. The suggestions in the chapters are primarily provided for the
teaching methods course, but many can be adapted to other education courses or for
professional development programs. The first section of the introduction provides a
review of issues identified in teacher education including debates, accountability, and
government influence over education. The second section explores teacher educators
in the literature such as issues in their practice, and a focus on foreign language
teacher educator practice. The third section provides a brief overview of the chapters in
the book.
The new edition of this volume provides guidance for new and experienced interviewers
to help them develop, shape and reflect on interviewing as a qualitative research
process. It offers e×amples of interviewing techniques as well as a discussion of the
complexities of interviewing and its connections with the broader issues of qualitative
research.
Qualitative Research in Education: A User's Guide, Third Edition continues to bring
together the essential elements of qualitative research, including traditions and
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influences in the field and practical, step-by-step coverage of each stage of the
research process. Synthesizing the best thinking on conducting qualitative research in
education, Marilyn Lichtman uses a conversational writing style that draws readers into
the excitement of the research process.
Yes you can do it at the middle- and high-school level! In this practical guide, respected
educator Betty Hollas shows you how you can ease your way into differentiation without
giving up the whole-group setting. Taking a step at a time, Betty focuses on simple
activities that work for adolescent students and help you offer choice, teach to diverse
learning needs and styles, and quickly and effectively assess progress. Packed with
reproducibles and illustrations, this resource is perfect for anyone considering bringing
differentiated instruction to their classroom.
As Anna and Layla reckon with illness, risk, and loss in different ways, they learn the
power of friendship and the importance of hope.
Extensively revised, this new edition provides the theoretical underpinnings of
practitioner action research as well as the "how-to" information necessary for classroom
application.
Choosing to Teach, Choosing to See: Critical Readings for Those Entering the Noble
Profession of Education provides future and in-service educators with a collection of
articles that explore various facets of the teaching profession. The readings challenge
traditional perspectives on education, amplify diverse voices and ideologies, and
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provide a solid foundation for teachers to connect with students and support their
educational excellence. Over the course of eight thought-provoking articles, readers
learn about developing camaraderie with students, teaching without fear, building a
caring classroom that supports achievement, and the challenges of white privilege in
educational contexts. Dedicated readings explore community-based pedagogical
spaces, literacy development of urban poor youth, and more. Designed to help
individuals grow into compassionate, effective, and empowered educators, Choosing to
Teach, Choosing to See is a valuable resource for courses and programs in K-12
education and educational leadership. It is also an excellent textbook for teachers
interested in pursuing personal and professional development.
This hands-on book presents an innovative approach to guided reading that is
manageable even for teachers who are new to small-group, differentiated reading
instruction. --from publisher description.
Becoming a Writing Researcher effectively guides students through the stages of
conducting qualitative writing research, from the initial step of seeing themselves as
researchers, to identifying research questions, selecting appropriate tools, conducting
the research, and interpreting and reporting the findings. Authors Ann M. Blakeslee and
Cathy Fleischer describe various qualitative methods and provide readers with
examples of real-world applications. Exercises and activities, as well as anecdotes from
both novice and seasoned researchers, serve to acquaint readers thoroughly with the
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practice of carrying out research for scholarly or professional purposes. The textbook
introduces students to research methods in a gradual and contextualized manner. Each
chapter opens with a discussion of general issues regarding a particular portion of the
research process, followed by a consideration of the various physical, conceptual, and
strategic tools that allow a beginning researcher to conduct that part of the process.
Sections within each chapter also cover: personal and theoretical perspectives and
biases that influence specific stages of the research process ethical issues associated
with phases of the research process the identity, ethos, and experiences of the
researcher. Becoming a Writing Researcher is an essential text for all novice
researchers, and is well suited for use in graduate-level research methods courses in
composition and technical communication. It is also ideal for use in other disciplines
with strong qualitative methodology research programs, including education.
Qualitative Journeys: Student and Mentor Experiences with Research takes a fresh approach
to teaching qualitative research. Authors Victor Minichiello and Jeffrey Kottler share stories of
student qualitative research experiences that reveal the struggles, the joys, the discoveries,
and the surprises that take place during the qualitative research journey. By studying examples
of student research (including obstacles and how they were overcome), readers learn through
the real-life experiences of other students. Throughout the textbook, the authors offer
pragmatic guidance for what works and what does not work, along with suggested solutions.
Features and Benefits Provides the nuts and bolts of qualitative research in Part I Includes a
dozen "qualitative journeys," narratives that tell the story of research studies, how they
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evolved, what was involved, and how they were conceived and conducted Focuses on
research from the perspective of student experiences and demonstrates the partnership
between students and their mentors Includes domestic and international examples of
qualitative studies and real-life stories that convey the excitement and meaning of research
Considers the lessons learned and the main themes derived from all the qualitative journeys
Qualitative Journeys: Student and Mentor Experiences with Research is appropriate for use as
a supplement or core text for courses in Qualitative Research, Counseling Research Methods,
or Social Work Research Methods.
This popular book examines the growing diversity in schools in a constructive, empowering
manner. The authors identify various forms of cultural diversity and suggest ways that teachers
can build inclusive classroom environments. Each of the 7 topical chapters deals with a
different form of diversity in school: a) racial/ethnic, b) religious, c) ability, d) socioeconomic
class, e) linguistic, f) gender diversity, and g) activities. Ways for enabling students to discard
existing stereotypes and actively question and reject attitudes and actions not congruent with a
pluralistic society are suggested.
The Second Edition of Ken Guest's Cultural Anthropology: A Toolkit for a Global Age covers
the concepts that drive cultural anthropology by showing that now, more than ever, global
forces affect local culture and the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to living in a
globalizing world.
An introduction to the Project Approach to teaching children from preschool through the
primary grades.
This book provides practical advice on the learning and teaching perspectives of ethnography,
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including what undertaking research looks like and the experiences it will bring. It considers
what it means to be and become an educational ethnographer and builds on an inextricable
entanglement between the researchers’ field of study and their research trajectories. With a
range of carefully chosen international contributions, this book uses a variety of practical case
studies to provide further information about the pros and cons of this research perspective.
Chapter authors share the knowledge and experience gained from the research and how it has
affected their approach to social phenomena. This book is an ideal introduction for anyone
considering research approach or becoming an educational ethnographer and will be of
interest to researchers already working in this field.
Study abroad programs offer a unique opportunity for students to immerse themselves within
different cultural backgrounds as they continue to further their education. By experiencing this
first-hand, in-service and pre-service educators are better prepared to address diversity issues
within their classrooms. The Handbook of Research on Efficacy and Implementation of Study
Abroad Programs for P-12 Teachers highlights program developments geared towards preservice and in-service teachers. Featuring the pedagogical opportunities available to
participants and the challenges encountered during the development and implementation of
study abroad programs, this publication is a critical reference source for pre-service and inservice teachers, school administrators, higher education faculty, educational researchers, and
educators in multicultural and international education programs.
Ethnographic Eyes extends ethnography beyond the work of university researchers and proves
what an accessible and instructive observation tool it can be for inservice and preservice
teachers.
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